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RON altN Braves Threat of Rain

Photo Ii Z1
rman
ho t a% sponsored by Sigma Kappa sororit), nor,
a white formal. Miss Weishrod, Chi Omega and
Sigma No candidate for Homecoming croun, chose
a pink gottn, and Miss Roberts, Pi Kappa Alpha
nominee, selected a pink-flott ered %%bite formal,
All three girls wore half -crew; as of uhite carnations in their hair.
_

LEADING THE HOMECOMING parade Sr.’ the
royal trio, Queen Barbara Kelly. center, and Attendants Mary Ann Weishrod. right. and Rae Roberts. The girls are seated on silver thrones backed
with pink crepe rosettes. The float itself is decorated all In blue and white crepe paper rosettes
and streamers. For the big evening. Miss Kelly.

ti

Molnar’s Comedy, ’The Swan,’ The Weather
Opens in Little Theater Dec. 7
"The Swan," Ferenc Molnar’s
romantic comedy about the ruling
class in a mythical kingdom,
makes its debut on the stage of the
Little Theater Dec. 7, under the
direction of John R. Kerr, assistant professor of speech and drama.
Starring in the major roles
are three relative nett comers to
!QS dramatic productions: Geergeae Bowen, Hugh HeBert and
Mike Casey.

Contribute Today
The 1951 Campus Chest drive
will end today with the solicitation
of classroom contributions, according to Shirley Crandall, chairman.
Students in 9:30, 10:30 and 1130
a.m. classes will be asked to contribute today in an effort to push
the drive over its $7980 goal.
Miss Crandall pointed out that
the Campus Chest drive is the
only fund raising drive scheduled
for the school year.

COP Game Ducats
The Graduate Manager’s office
still be open Friday. 8 a.m. to 4
p.m., Mrs. Lee Stuck announced
yesterday.
Tickets for the COp-sis
homecoming football game Friday night may be acquired today and Friday. she said.
Students with ASK cards and
faculty members with honorary
cards will be glten fre. ticket..
Non -card -holders iria pun has..
ducats for 81.40.
*
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Bring your lit,’ jackets to the
COP tilt! By the looks of things
it will be a toss up whether you
, The blond and blue-eyed Miss
see football or water Polo.
Bowen plays the role of Princess
Alexandra, a daughter of nobility,
who is offered on a silver platter
to Prince Albert, son of the king,
as played by Mike Casey.
Hugh Heller will assume the
role of Nicholas Agi, the brilliant
;but frustrated young tutor, who
turns his one night of royal courtship into a delightful battle between love and propriety-.

Spirit High as Sparta
Preps for HomecomingI.S.1S Band, 33 Chi Ii Sigma
Floats Featuretops ‘Cop’ Top
et Spectacle Float Honors
Prcsentation
The I lorneeom of. pat ad.’ of
; A
1951, with all its chisrme. music. rade float attaids
short hut sionAted rally !with, .4
and beautiful floats, passed flown
owd in Mot its 1)a...
capard
First street in San Jose last night auditorium last night.
A rain which dampened floats,
First prize for independent, f .participants, and spectators failed ternity, and sorority organizati
to have any effect on the spirit of wctit to Chi Pi Sigma. Delta .ma Phi, and IsIta Gamma.
the occasion.
spectively . These three organurThin t yf loafs. one ot st hieh lions has., heell Invited 10 enter
carried the smiling QUI ‘Ill Barbara then- floats in the San Jose ChrictMary mas Balloon parade Nos 29.
Kelly and her at I’
Ann Weisbrod and Rae Roberts. cording to Ray DiPiazza. pal .eie
cha irman.
traveled from St. James strect to
if
Associations which won
William street.
and third prizes are ,ndepe’tid.-nl s,
A color guard led the parade, Alpha Phi f MloQa, and thr sr,
and was followed by the parade elufr %firm-ales. Kappa Kappa
marshal’s car, in which rode Stan- Gamma, and Alpha Chi IMw..a
IC) Benz, dean of men: Helen Dim- fraternities, Sigma Nu, and
ma
dean of women: and Enter- i Speaking
P1’
of the difficulty en son "13oc" Arends, SJS alumni as- countered in judges. Mary Brawl.
soeiation president. Th.. SJS band stein. Mailman. said. no, point
and the queen float completed eb, Oliteienee was tery slight in .,l!
places
first division.
Ho,,as’om tnt,
Barb,’ a
QuYen
Bob Custer Wit S mastei of (’et.’,monies for the spectacle- Juag,-a countered by judg..s. Mat’s }ham;
I,of the Hoots "en,:.’ommJamhs.,Weisierod and HA,- Roberts lac hunted first place winners %%Oh
local merchant: Alex Hatt,
dent of the chamber eg eornineree: lroPhies.
also i.vened eistia di and Kay Blitekreitke, chief of
vkiends in the form of kisses from
police.
Floats were judged for enigma!: 4he queen And lwr attendants, or.
it y, workmanship, and adherence when the recipient of the tn.:!:hv
was another coed, front Mary
to the theme of Homecoming.
Braunstein. master ol ceremonies
Three other divisions eonst it ut
Ifs’ entire paradi.. The second was land llomecoming (-hail-11111m filDiPiaiza chairman of the
led by AN’S ears, and the Lick !Ray
high school band. behind se hitch ’liar:tile
Bruce lialladay and Inca Bon, moved the floats of independent
litchi-. co -captains for Saturdat
groDuinlion three consistr-.1 of so- ; night’s game with COP, fissured
rority floats, which followed the ’Spartans that if the student tinny
Red INyils, San Jose band. The !continued its tine spirit the team
fourth diyision nas made up of :would make it a rough. night for
;the Stockton hot
fraternity floats.

Hole That Tiger.’
r-

Alexandra’s mother. Princess
Beatrice, will be played by Judith I
Levy. She is so anxious for her
daughter to be suitably matched
that she invites the Crown Prince
to their estate, then incourages her
daughter to flirt with her tutor in
order to make the Prince jealous.
Fred Adair plays the cli.ver
brother of Princess Beatrice.
The title of the play is dented
from the fact that the suan is
an aristocratic bird, but vihen he
emerges from the aster. hi. is
nothing but a clumsy goose. Just
like the suan, Alesantira nould
lose her dignity if she married
out of her element.
Other members of the cast include Carol Shares as Maria Dominica, Bert Graf as George. Robert Dietle as Arsene. Shirley Gross
as Symphorosa. William Resch as
Colonel Wunderlich. and Laurence Sheri!! as Count Lutzen.
Tickets for ’The Swan." which
will run through Dec. 12, go on
sale Monday. Nov. 26. in the
Speech office. Price for students
is 60 cents, for the general viblic.
90 cents.
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Welcome Home to Spartan Campus, Gratis
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partans Plan Hohday Vacation

an Francisco for the bab
Wayne Thorp, junior, %sill hum.
By ERNIE VOSPER
free days. Big trip:
the
Cruz
to
spend
Santa
to
has
arsacation
Thanksgising
Brrir, ’
rived at la.st, as Spartans forget time sleeping on the beach.
"Boy Scout" Bob Schultz will
their unopened text -books and
ma- get "another badge" this Thanksart
senior
Williams,
Betty
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
snow
or
the
head for the beach
jor. and Greta Smith, graduate giving vacation for helping old
a fun -filled holiday spree. Let’s student, will fly from San Jose ladies across the street.
irobi.siose ao.i, or to. ois.x4bvt Sonioso or Saa Jose Vete cr>lrrq evcpt Satereta, end for
to
be
see what everybody is goin*
with am* isum d,reri each ,;nor trortmreetree week.
Swede. drwori is.co4re9e 1,
&mi this sick. nil.
PINS of the Globe Prietimi
First street San Jose
, eC,5344
Bernie Isaacson. junior PetsDept., Ext. 211
Est. 210 Advertising
Telephones: Cfprese 4-4414
SebacciPtiots Pr.c. 112.50 per pew es $I pot querter for rio ASS card holders. roomier major, will be looking for ,
A room. "The coop is going to
TOM ELLIS--Business Manager be closed. and Fs e been P icted."
RAY HASSE--Editor
Now is the time to Recap those Tires
Rich JordanAssociate Editor
he moaned.
Elwyn KnightNews Editor
Dorothy
and
Cook
Eloise
Coeds
Special Prices to Students
FRED WESTPHAL
Maie-up Editor this issue
!Hayes both senior education majors. will spend the holiday at the I
0.6 -Mb
KOMI Grverse., Fred Westrater aril Gressel, Ca/ Pitts
CY 4-1836
1056 S. FIRST
e. Agnes llo.tre, tireed Freer...C, Donardsee. Kerttr Grderw Ord** I , race track.
a
Ilreporte,---Ger id Fro,
NEAR WILLOW
Ica earia Sober? !twee . Fred Peitz. Ja..
w
Pratt, Swear. Ibiv. Walt leessreq. Ernettrne
Celebrating her 21st birthday
will be Kathy Maloney, senior psychology major.
Sophomore president John AitHomecomingA View of Progress
ken is living to Rio de Janeiro to
me dn
.0
’r,
M
m
’soy
rrdtti r
graduates of San .isit his uncle.
Picking spinach in Modesto will
Jose State college who return for this week’s festivities, they should
Fred
all be impressed by a realisation of what was, at one time, a fond he Bill Armell, junior, and
Wool, sophomore commerce major
hope.
Jean Fitzgerald, sophomore, is
Steel beams and girders are reaching upward in many areas that going to Los Angeles for a "lost
were once quiet residential blocks surrounding the campus. Wash- sseekend." Pat Illietryerstia, freshington Square has crossed the streets that bordered it to male a
man, will act as Jeanie’s chaperon.
larger place for itself in this community.
Such activity, on campus. is loosely referred to as our -building
Bill Pellet, junior _advertising
program.’ The returning graduates, however, can proudly point to major, will spend the four-day vaSaving
10144411,...
Timethis and the many other extensions of SJS activities and return to cation eating Thanksgiving dinner.
their respective positions in post -college life repeating, with satisfac- Large appetite’
Jeannie Barnett, junior education, the term -progress.tion major, plans to attend the
, Cal -Stanford football game, and
Students Have Wrong Idea of Spirit
; vacation in Carmel.
r.y.entidi on any college campus but many high school
Thayer Johnson, senior, will go
and college youths of today seem to have the wrong idea of what fishing in Antioch for the halibut.
Watching the nation’s top footdenotes spirit in sports rivalries.
television is junior
A great deal of damage was inflicted on the College of Pacific ball games on
Paul Potter’s idea of a blissful vaby
malicious
marauders.
recently
campus
Dry, per tub .20
Wash, per tub .30
cation.
College of Pacific, San Jose State college’s football opponent in
"Spike," the Delta Sigma
Spartan stadium Friday night, was covered with yellow painted ’’USF Gamma fraternity mascot, will
General Economy Launderette
DONS- signs which decorated the visiting players’ bench, the sidebath from "master" Bob
get
Torrey.
walk and walls of buildings
872 East Santa Clara St.
Jini "Bring ’Ern Back Alive"
A large -1.../SF- was burned into the grass of sorority circle and
hunting
cougar
going
is
Schuyler
the same letters were burned into the turf on the playing field of the
Medford, Ore.
is
Valley Bowl itself.
.1anil Jo Pryor, senior education
The scrawling by reportedly unidentified marauders was done major, will be picking cotton in
just before the Denver game.
Los Banos.
But were the Stockton gridders and collegians elated over the
A holiday trip to Mexico is in
evidence of college spirit brought out in this display of paint and store for Edith Lankenau, senior
commerce major.
burnt grass?
No, they were highly aroused over these shameful incidents.
College students should realize they are only ruining a school’s
hard won reputation when they deface a rival’s campus and property.
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Serve

self and Save

Open a First National Service
Check Account with an y
amount.
checks.

Only $1.00 for ten
No other charges, no

minimum balance required.

The
First National Bank
of San Jose

Can you get borne safely
after Homecoming?

1.50

..ccozooccoocce....scceexei
PAY BILLS WITH 1’
FIRST NATIONAL
SERVICE CHECKS

4 -Wheel Hydraulic

This low price includes-front whee’s
Blow out dirt
Inspect brake lining and drums
Inspect front wheel cylinders
Inspect hydraulic lines
Inspect ,,,aster cylinder

1110V

Check brake fluid
ADJUST service brakes
ADJUST pedal clearance
ADJUST wheel bearings
Pressure ’fist hydraulic system
Road test

Srake&Searing

SERVICE CO.

"We Give You An Even Brake"

Member
Fclei al Deport Insurnc Corp

540 South First Street
Jerry Davis Travel
OFFERS THEIR

extra -special ,,e111,..111.1,

, Gasoline at Less Than Major Pricits
iv.t body reJ srid
,LIAl COURTESY
D RATE CARD

Cr 4-7871

St

Pigskin

Win With The SPARTANS
Drive to the Game with
SPARTAN Gasoline

1

P1 010

ADJUSTED
AND
TESTED

SAN JOSE
GAS-O-TERIA

Annual 13-Day Christmas

TOUR OF MEXICO
Departing Dec. 21

363 NO FIRST ST
AMINWIWI=1=111.111

ALL DELUXE

$393.00

Call
Nyle Davis

Returning Jan. 2

$393.00

VISIT:

SEE:

USE:

Mexico City

Cuernavaca

Private Auto

Xochimilco
Pyramids

Taxco

Hotel Del Pracio

Acapulco

Pan American

JERRY DAVIS TRAVEL SERVICE
78 W. SAN CARLOS

ST. CLAIRE HOTEL

BLDG.

CYpress
3-7273
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Thanksgiving _Not
Modern Practice

LJ
t. rm pap.
no not. mot.pie, she
(Ii.’
!,4.110411
41/:11,.
said. Students snap I,’’, :1
Ii’.. iii 111,
for slaping bags,
opi.a anal learn about witur
from field trips and illustrate4
lectures. each year at the tow-110111111,s.
week -Iona
maul’’,.’ (.1,vers !I; !
Th(
borax deposits, bird h’
i
and th:ir kin, inantmals
tles, geology and ph.
,
311d plant life of each
in variims field trips.
All students are cligib!.. tor
th. schical, according to Dr.
Carins. There are no natural
science pre -requisite’.
ianal unit
The
kind in the l’inted Stat.,
,
West Coast School
Study bolds that field !a,
essential part of instrue.
natural sciences. Th.’
originated back in 1931
a’. Vietot Peterson, prest4I
I.ong Beach State collec.
hi 5.15
was then on

accomoda: the Piaci.
!tetts. and
passing on irom generation to generation. century to century. until
it was brought to Att1c-Th.1a by; the
Pilgrims and observed on December 20, 1620, at Plymouth, Mats.
One account of America’s first
Thanksgiving- dermit:1RM: one
of the members of the original
Thanksgiving party, is ’as follows:
"Our harvest bemg gotten in.
ime Governor sent four men on
I..’.’. ling, that SO
might :after
1111/re Speall
manner rejoice
OKei her, after we had gathered
the fruit of our labors; they four
in one day killed as much 1.,’.’. I,
as with a Mile help besides,
served the. eompany al
st a
%%seek, at which time a
gst
other recreations, we exercised
’ our arms, many of the Indians
coming amongst us, and amongst
the rest their gnat king Massasoyt, nith m
90 nu n, %%bona
tor three days n.a. entertained
and feasted, and they went out
and killed the deer, which they
bestowed on our govrrIbar anal
:.
students ari .1!,!.. ti i
upon the Captain Standish and
111. Mit -01 -11,1111,...111,1 gam
others. And although it he not
-!1’,.11!)
always MI plentiftil as it was at
The permanent inenthers ar.
this time with us, yet by the
Dr. P. Vieior Peterson, peesitl.nt
goothie-s i.E Diml, we are so far
’II Long Beach Slate ...dirge. Dr.
from want, that, we often nista
Carl Duncan, lwad id the s.I.s
’ pa
partakers of our plenty."
Ancient Greeo, also had a harScience elepirtment.
Natural
vest festival which was akin to the
:mil Dr, if one..
Since the Pilgrims bowed hi
Jewish. feast.. It was the feast of heads in
!!eid
gratitude tor a bottroiti,1
I’VmeTer, the founder of agricul- harvest
and thus obserKed I he o:\ iteii to
ture and goddess of harvests, and mist Tiianksgis big in America. to their kr,.
was celebrated in November by
tiadtt.ria has become a na- ;area si-lected.
married women only. A second tional ono.
Death Valle%
After the
Americans have bowed
meal, which cm-responds to our
I lair h ends in celebration of ,trip, March ld throiedi 23. the:
Thanksgtring dinner was prepared.
Thanksgiving through- v.-ais, de- !school is sponsoring trips to Yost, I
A cow_and a sow were offered to
pression, and years vs hen it svwmed !mite, June 15 through 21; Fallen .
Demeter,-tesideit fruit anti honeythere wasn’t must to be thankful Leaf Lake, J’ine 22 through 25:
combs. TrCtOntiols of the fruitful
for. Of all the customs practiced I and Asilornar. June 29 I hrough
goddess were poppies and ears of
IA Americans, Thangsgiving is July 5. Twa units of colleg.
corn, a basket tif fruit and a litperhaps the oldest, and certainly may he earned from eaeh session.
tle pig.
Mote than 4000 students hare
one of the dearest to their hearts
rolled in the unique school din
Romans sitirshipped 1 his harthe 22 years of its existence,
vest deity. under the name of
cording to Dr. Cavins
Ceres. Der festival, %%Well Crum-al yearly
on 00, 1. 1%.1,
called the "Cecelia." It begat.
with a buitruziong the coin llllll a
people, n ho off -red the goddess
a sin’. and Ihe fird cuttings of
the harvest. There were processions in the fields, music and
roadie sports, and the cere lllll nies
ended nith the feast ’of Thant,.
gi% ing.
In England, the autumnal 1!
tival was called the "Ham! Home," and may be traced ha.
to the early Saxons. In addition
the fixed autumnal feast, exti
ordinary feasts of Thanksgivn
were proclaimed upon such a N.!
cial occasion as the recovery
George lit from his fit of it
sanity.
Thus, Thanksgiving became
ritution in itself, copied by p.
SAN ANTONIO OFF FOURTH ST.
s of various countries with
features and purpases modified

B3 JEANNINE SHORT
Anierici..e. have long beli4,vcd
thitt t heir f oref ethers, who sailed
the’ At hint IC in the "Mayflower,
landed on Plymouth Rock, suffered
a hard winter, folght with the
Indians, and invented Thanksgiving, after they had weathered their
hai &ships and reaped a bountiful
hat:vest:
Far Er
II Perhaps, th.. very
first Thanksgiving recorded is
that of Cain anti Abel. 4 ’ail]
brought fruit of the ground and
offered it unto the Lord. Abel
"brought the firstlings of his
flock, anal of the fat thereof and
the Lord had respect unto Abel
and hi his offering." (Gen. 4:3 Ii.
"Thanksgiving, as we know it
today, is a custom with its beginning many centuries ago. Its history is inseparably connected with
religion, and its observance is
founded on religion.
The harvest festival of the
Hebrews first appeared as an
act of -uorship to Jehovah, and
n as called the "Feast if the
Tabernacles" hecause eeryone
[Ural in booths air tents during
the festival in inemor:. of the
y.ars when the nation had no
p..rmanent Mime.
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IS AT

STUART’S

ROBES
0
TV
LOUNGE
SETS
FLANNEL
PAJAMAS

4

Two and three piece
lounge sets, robes, and
warm as toast !Tarim!
paiamas.
S3.95 to 522.95

TAME THE TIGERS!

LIKE
PUMPKIN PIE
MAKES
THANKSGIVING
COMPLETE!

those taste -crammed

BOX LUNCHES

make every Lunch complete.

SAN JOSE BOX LUNCH

Sparkling separates and onepiece d r e sses to take you f
through the holida y season
ahead. Separates from $5.95
Dresses from $10.95.

Cashmere Sweaters
Lumur,ous cashmeres --- every
girls’s "dream gift- by Premier,
Caledonia, Bonnie Briar.
$15.95 to 519.95

I

Th;s Makes
lodo?
jc? orse

Holiday Dresses

Claussner Hosiery
A new addition at Stuart’s. 51
and 60 -gauge, full fashioked
nylons in new shades.

02.) ease -

SPARTAN OPTICAL HEADQUARTERS

$1.50 and S1.65

DOZENS OF OTHER GIFT ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM

Why buy glasses unless they are a bso I u tely necessary? If
your eyes are troubling you, glasses may no+ be the solution
for overcoming this difficulty. Let Dr. Palmer and Follows
Optometrists, help you overcome your eye problems. Dr.
Palmer and Fellows will not prescribe glasses unless they ar,-,
absolutely necessary. Remember, foresight saves eyesight.

’For the girl who knows clothes OPEN
THIS FriOtY
’TILL

Your Friendly
OPTOMETRISTSOPTICIANS
South First Street

DR. PALMER & DR. FALLOWS
68 South First

C Yarm_ 272340

--

--

00
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Royalty. iiines Offer Vets Thanksgiving Feed
.,:e-.-ans and men and at etenings after 8 pm.
- If students cannot. phone Dr.
s!..,ier.ts with are far
In Disposition .or women
dandhalie a din’Hermanns, they can -reach Min^ at
EOM*
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a Ma:0u: -7
011951 Queen zNJ men
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Speech Confab to Hold
First Session ThurstlaN
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"1. !ley Tunes
ill Be Sun 4f

tir..luar.
nro-4-ht
Quefil Barha7a the honor to be
..aied,r,rtrlan of her class at Hayward "’noir. high set.001 It rained
her the Natit.tial tioriir award for
seMelastop. ’he Lhris eh:5 award
fnr oJttandinz.
,n the ei.w.5
and a rsrtnbersh;p in the Cal.f-ft,leratic.n
n,.
%nd it nas no doubt the total
of the... qualities tattich unn the
heart of Ja. Hopi:ins. to %%horn
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B. T.rs

Meet Bernie
0. 140 plus (He’s smart)

for

Who says
Why not try SERNICE’S

B. T.

at 134 E. San Salvador

BERNICE’S CLEANERS
,
sup. &
s" ca-rpas

CORDUROY
SPORT
COATS
BE tN;Sr

-

AUSTINIZE

AUSTIN
of England

Good-look;ng
Long. wearing
In the smart
New Colors

I --

SEE
’

IN, NEW ao."
co.ts Cdoe-0-b4
4

DOOR SEDAN

FOREST GREEN
GOLDEN TAN
BURGUNDY
DARK BLUE

NOW $1599

$22.50

Law Down Payment

CORDUROY
SPORT SHIRTS

EASY TERMS
Cwows hoo$
- .,r -es’, CV 2441$

TOWN & COUNTRY
MOTORS
CV 41751

$10 95

JSWiJliams

s

That’s right, it’s bow ties for b:g time operators. On campus.
But don’t get discouraged if you don t find yourself in this
classification - normal students and even teachers wear then,.
Bow ties are coming back in style fast these days. Why
not hop aboard the band wagon and pick out a snazzy bow at
the Tie Rack - they’re only one buck, both the ready -tied and
the regular styles (and a sweet, up-to-date selection to choose
from, too).
Just about everything’s a buck at The Tie Rack. Stop by
next time you’re up town you at THE TIE RACK.

VO.1

have a big surprise awaiting

7Ite7ie eack
121 SOUTH FIRST
"Nothing But ’Ties"

227-233 SOUTH FIRST STREET
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Pool’s Smoke Shop
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CREAMERY

(:ollector Donates College Rerisited
The SJS college campus e
Lizard to College revisited
Friday by
two

A lizard otten talked about, but
seldom seen-- a chameleon- was
rece:\ ed
tha Natural Science
department last week, according
to Ralph A. Smith, associate tirolessor of zoolog).
The chameleon, now on display
on the second floor of the Science
building, was obtained from a collector in Cuba.
Color changes in the chameleon
are the results of heat, cold ar
emotion. according to Dr. Smith.
Depending on the circumstances, it
can change to deep brown, apple
green, straw yellow or red.
I3ecause "true" chameleons are
kerne on* in Africa, Madagascar
and India, the Cuban specimen ’s
a "false" one. stated Dr. Smith.
The true-talse definition is liven
on the base, of structural and amtomieal differences.

’10.00
FREE!

DIERKS

371 West

SA,’ Carlo,

JULES BOZZ1 JEWELRY MERCHANDISE ORDER
IF YOU CAN GUESS THE TOTAL

.

students. Second Lt. v’ernon Rogers, graduate of the ROTC unit
and Second Lt. Mitchell Kanallalas, graduate of the Air Force
710TC unit, according to Col
-lames J. Rea.

Mtn

Walter N. Boysen
Paint Co.

COMBINED SCORE OF
THE

home of
"Colorizer" Paints

45

CAW.
FOOTBAJ

JUST BRING THIS COUPON BEFORE 5-00 P.M. FRIDAY Tr:-

YOUR SELECTION

N11111.

OF 1322 COLORS
AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Revelries Board and All Appointers to the Production Staff:,
of!
Meet tothy at ’2:30 in Room
the Bible college.

COP SJS

Address
563 E. SANTA CLARA
CY 5-8442

Score

I

JULES
BOZZ:
Jeweie,
23 E. SANTA CLARA

AWS: Meet today at 1:30 o’clock
in Room 24.
Panhellenic Council: Meet MonI
day at 4:30 o’clock in Room 11.

SPARTAN DAILY
San Jose State College

Junior Class: Don’t forget to
ask your parents this weekend for,
Entered es second class mattes April donations of food cans for the i
14, 1934 at San Jose, California, under Christmas Food Drive.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Education Majors: Students who!
Full leased wine serek 04 United Pons.
take Education 104A, ElMember. Clifosnia Newspaper Publish- plan to
ementary School Observation and ’
ers’ Association.
Press of the Globe Printing Company. Curriculum, winter warier. must
1445 S Firs+ Si.. San Jose, California pre-register now in Room 161,

Go
Bowling

For
Relaxing

/I
//

for working ’7
...and loafing!

westport

As they say in Spartanville
If

rare the TiferAs"

Good Luck to the Team
from
Fred "Duffy" Paiva
Manager

Jose Bowl
172 W. Santa Clara

CY 3-2657

RICH OX -BLOOD ELK

PEARL WHITE ANL TAN

CALIFORNIA’S OLDEST SHOE CONCERN
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IF:

YOU WANT A LIVE GROUP
YOU WANT REAL FUN
YOU WANT SOMETHINC, HELPFUL

Then Join Us EVERY SUNDAY
9 10
I I 00
6 IS
7 10

C011 EC,IATE BIBLE CLASS
-Nothing ttuffy hesMORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
-Whore God is mad. mot. real"
COLLEGE AGE YOUTH GROUP
’ A progren on college level for college youth’
EVENING SERVICE
’ So helpful the thousands tura, thlt hour of pryor"

Two Youth Pastors to Serve You

First Baptist

On Bloci front Cenpus

DR. CLARENCE SANDS
REV. MERLE ROARK

2nd &
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I 15C.11
/
.241C11%, 1111311 111311
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Make Norris’ your
fabric classroom
for formal and
party-time sewing.
SatinsAlroeades,
Taffetas.
and
Nets

MAHOGANY
FRAMES

Early WirtteritMg is important for just one reason!
You never know ...nen the temperature is going to
fake a sudden drgp and leave your Car an easy
prey to freezing weather. Service is quick and
moderately priced. Drive up todayl

k nd rade’s
RICHFIELD SERVICE

Corner E. William & S. 8th Streets

(cv,2
261 So. 1st St.

, ,\ ,
t., (x-ake\loitSINCE 1927.
CY 2-1787

Rig-Time’ Homecoming Has Alumni Honors Homecoming Queen
Brief But Colorful History
! Wednesday, Nov. 21, 1951

EMERSON "DOC" ARE ND S.
alumni association president,
presents Barbara Kelly. Homecoming queen. with a bouquet
of roses on behalf of the alumni.
Rae Roberts and Mars Ann
Weishrod, attractise attendants.
look on. The presentation came
after the Santa Clara exchange
ralls in Morris Dailes auditorium Nov. IS, Miss Kelly u on the
title in competition with 11 other candidates. The royal trio %sill
end their reign over Homecoming activities with appearances
al the SJS-001’ football gains.,
and at tun dances balms ing the

By ORDEN ICHINAGA
Fall Homecoming in the grand
manner is only a four-year tradition at San Jose State college.
Four years ago, Homecomin
was not the gala affair that ue
take for granted today. Total activity consisted of publicity on the
football game, designation of a
certain day for Homecoming, a
small rally and a dance.
Loyalty to the college and
the hope of seeing a well -played
football gain*. were the only factors responsible for the return
of graduates. Color, exxcitement
and noise acre pt a minimum.
After the end of the 1947 foot
ball season, members of the Me,.
committee held a special meet!’.
to find a means of correcting II,
lackluster Homecoming situation.
Homeabming a la 1951 was born
at that eventful meeting.
First step in the Rally comn.,
tee’s plan was a careful examination of the Homecoming celebrations of colleges and universities
throughout the country. Armed
with facts, figures and features,
the group outlined an ambitious
program for the following fall I
Homecoming week.
In spring quarter, 1948, the second step was taken. This was the
selection of committees to handle
the various phases of the Home- i
coming program. By this time, a!
special Homecoming committee,
composed of the nucleus of the
Rally committee, also was set up.
When the college opened again
in auttinsii, 1948, the Homecoming group began its third and
final jobimbuing students and
alumni u it h t he Homecoming
spirit. Thanks to posters, letters. the Spartan Daily and the
Alumni Revieu, the task vias
speedily accomplished.
Homecoming week, Nov. 23-26.
1948. was a history-making affair
as far as the college was concerned. The four days were filled
with festivities of all types.
Thirty floats were entered in
the huge parade through downtown San Jose. Noise was provided by a marching alumni group
and the college band. Students
added color to the event with the
formation of a conga line. A candlelight rally climaxed the parade.
Sororities and fraternities participated in house-decorating contests. A total of 16 entries were
judged and prizes were awarded
to the two winners. "Open house"
was the order of the week in which
graduates were feted with teas,
luncheons and dinners.
Homecoming
we e k, 1949,
proved to be even more gala
than that of the preceding year.
Deloris Peterson, 19, a sophomore, won over 17 contestants to
claim the Homecoming queen title.
Judges were Carroll Hanson, KCBS
sports director:
Jone Pederson.
"Miss California" 1949, and Ted
Mapes of the San Jose Mercury Herald staff. Deloris was crowned
in Spartan stadium by Billy Parton. 1948 SJS grid star.
contained 32

Page Seven

photo Iss

Gilmore

TAME THE TIGERS!

traditional battle. They have had
a busy steels, including appear :incer, on television and at last
night’s parade.

CORSAGES

ir

4 A
Posers and G ,, ,or all occasiont
Rates for Large Groups
Free Delivers,

GLADYS MAE FLORIST
CV 2.5848

2285 Unco:n

The finest in Bubble Gum

324 .at Santa C’era
floats. During the week, 20 houses 1950 Homecoming week, Nov. 7-10
were decorated by fraternities and was Patty Burke, 21 -year -old sensororities vying in the "best decior. Selection was moue, for the
orated house" contest. A talent
first time, by vote of the students.’
show highlighted the student rally.
Twelve other girls vied for the
Undefeated College of Pacific
crown. Jack Faulk, cocaptain of
rolled over the Spartans, 45 to 7,
the ’49 football team, crowned
in the traditional Homecoming
Queen Patty.
game. The clash was witnessed by
Victory over St. Mary’s in the
more than 19,000 persons. Six huntraditional game climaxed 1950
dred folding chairs were required
Homecoming festivities. The Sparto accommodate the overflow
tans won by a score of 18 to 6,
crowd.
with more than 10.000 attending
The 1930 Homecoming par- the game.
ade was the biggest and longest
In this, the fourth annual
ever held. Caliber of floats was
?coming, students can
"big" It
also improved. Included in the
expect another gala week of
34 entries was an ASH float , fun -filled activities. The history
which had been purchased for
of the past three fall eelebra$200. Four bands pros ided
lions indicates that the’, are getmarching music.
ting bigger and better.
Members of the Rally comma?,
Sororities and fraternities had
16 houses decorated for the annual who contributed to the success ot
contest. An old-fashioned bonfire , the first three "big" SJS Home-!
rally was held at the Santa Clara I comings include Joe Juliano, Nick
county fairgrounds. The crowd was
entertained by an all -s t u dent Lickwar, Al Raffaelli, Betty Lou! than, Ed Mosher, Glenn Stewart
show.
Reigning as queen over the Bob Baron and Dick Rosso

DO UNTO OTHERS ...
In other words . . .
be good to your stomach

Club Steak

1.10

a Is CaO.

.75

Spaghetti
A

la carte

.75

Ravioli

and it will be good to you.

,
ibtt10"11

Dire

93 WILLOW

AFROTC Instructors: Bad day? Don’t take
it out on your students. Relax at...

tekezezi
"Known for Good Food"
17 East Santa Clara

Spray a Streak
with
Color Spra!

71,0 19:19 PlC

---------

New Sensational Makeup
for the hair, with
matching nail polish.

COLD?
Be Warm and Comfortable
in one of OTTO’S

Sprays on and shampoos
out! Comes in six
ravishing colors.

100/0 Virgin Wool
SHIRTS
Shadow Pla;ds in gray
maroon tan, and navy.
Lined collar and yoke.

$9.69
Fl clicis in brown and voll;te
or blue and whit*.

PARTIAL SPRAY

I SO

NAIL POLISH

I 00

WINTER STYLES . . . Fashion begins with your hair

styling. Let us snip and set your hair into a flattering
style that will complement your Winter school wardrobe . . . Call for an appointment today!
Open Evenings by Appointment

BLOUSES
AS SEEN IN NOVEMBER MADEMOISELLE
We picture one style from our
new collection of lace tracery in
ny!on and acetate rayon. White
only. Sizes 32 to 38.

$8.52
OTTO GALBRAITH
Men’s Wear
22 W. SAN ANTONIO
At the Clock

Id/difai

Fabulous New
"SNOWFLAKE"

94 E. San Antonio

Phone CT 3-1343

:3 I Aints
SPORTSWEAR

98

,v

ENfle Melt

1411

"01.111111.11.1116,..-

;

Ida’s Tuxedo Rental
,

Friday Night
I hin re Slated
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TO FRATERNITIES
A tionind
Repeirs of All Kinds
Res, CY 2 33112
’I AtI70t110
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& Katy

photos hy

M1,111
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Queen
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I
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ALFA % OMICRON PI sorority
chosea faiWale theme for its
esti’’, In the Homecoming Ulif,
up. A large. bright -orange pumpkin dominates the scene. Before
It, the fairs gadmothir, Joan
Allev. V131., :I %Sand. sShile seated on a dais of nhite crepe pa rosettes. Carole trersais,
Cinderella the sersanr girl. sit
front.
holding her broom. fler
in
Win sister, Carter. emerges later from the pumpkin as the
transformed Cinderella. The San
Jose Spartan dunk the COP
tiger in the sten an enthusiastic
rooters cheer him on to drown
the twast. This flout dreorated
bs Chi Pi Sigma. police traternitv. nom first place In the independent di loon of last night’s
Parade. "Were Bee -hind Ion,"
sav members of Kappa Kappa
tranima. second place n inners in
thr. sororitv di s WOW The float
sit tact. huge S pis rtan bees
%%arming from an ivy-covered
his. in hot pursuit of the rival
tram’s tiger.
’Ti Pb. fast* that hills the tale

H
S
Green

Snider’s Donut Shop

Stamps

501

Luggage of Distinction

Almaden

CY 44389

TRINITY
EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
81 North Second Street
by
05hlosh. Samsonite, and

SUNDAY SERVICES

Others

Leather Gift-ables
HANDBAGS

800

Holy Communion

11.00 m

Morning Prayer and
Setomea

7.00 p.m

Canterbury Club

OR. MARK RIFENBARK
Rcor
Re. Clyde E,rta,,

es

Sul et i n:

Lost and Found Departrren’t reports a "real find"
zipper top 1 ea ther clutch handbags for campus

Just the right
size too for
the lipstick,
c igarettes,
pencils, etc.
you carry with
you each dayt
In wonderful
colors’. 3.95

COMELY QUEEN BARBARA KELLV looks ii0st at home as she
I. cronned bN tabby Mendonsa, halfback, and Tom Cuff,. crater.
Queen Barbara Wit reign riser Friday night’s colossus in Spartan
stadium %%hen the Bronminites attempt to cage the COP Bengal..
photo by Zimmerman

SHOE REPAIR SPECIAL
FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

lonq-wearinq rubber

11441ii,

and Santo Clara

89

Men’s and Women’s
HALF SOLES

1st

$11

or leather.

:lc Kole, &go

MASTER
COBBLER
16 E. SAN FERNANDO
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photo by Gilmore
E TR
in the

SI1.TIIt
11(1(411(Y 1)4411411
The judging of the Dome.ing I
se decorations %%ill he
held this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
reports Bill Eckhart. eh.iirnian,
The 111111.N. Iletalrations %%ere to
he judged est erda:s , but often
"the rains come." th, it
ing chairman decided to postpone the final judging tip UP,"
fraternities and organizations
tin., to repair the damaged dec
ora1111.11

Homecoming pa ra II a as this
float oith a South sea Island
No name or insirnis
theme.
identified the sponsoring organization. ( cannibal 4.0-14.1 aren’t
inter...1.%1 in the name, hooeYer.
is Ow% ’it among %lasing palm
H re., %salting for the feast of
i;;.r 1111rat. SITOPAIIIIiIIE as she
id ands in a block Leith. i another
represent ing, II..
(.011’ tiger. Title of the float is
"Boil the Tiger." The unknoon
1114111110 U.I.
entered In the in depend. fit Ithi.ion of I he parad.-.

The Sun
never sets
at Goldie’s
Flashisg

smiles good
service
food prompt
always await State students.

GOLD1E’S Good Food
230 South 2nł

photos by Zimmerman
A I. IMNI MEMORIES make
Spartans nostalgic as they view
the oinning float in the sorority
division. pictured ahoy e. The
giant Yolume la the result of
hard %York by Delta Gamma. As
the float moves doon the cross (I
lined street. too uf the sorority
sisters turn pages to show aril% ties of years gone by. The girls
call their creation "Turning
Rack the Pages of Time." The
next picture shoos the winner
among Boats entered in the fraternity di Won, built by Delta
Sigma Phi. A huge Spartan in a
chariot attempt.. to "Hold That
Tiger" %%hie!. is moying doss n
the football field. Disk-land jam
"the ’Tiger" song, blasts forth
from the bottom of the float to
create enthusiasm for the Spartan’s sport.
M %RV RRAI’NSTEIN. Homecoming chairman. wears a grin
of ...4tisfaction after a successful parade and rally held last
nizht. The San Francisco senior
merchandising major coordinated various sub-committees to
the
Homecoming celebrat ii

STUDENTS!

$

$

$

$

HANK SAYS:
Have an
enjoyable
Thanksgiving.
Don’t eat too
much turkey.
and try to make
it back for the
BIG GAME.
s.451:,

a Mr/

Men

,

SAINTE CLAIRE
BARBER SHOP
HOTEL SAINTE CLAIRE
Member
ri0c;died Mester Berber.. of Amec,,

se.

Bring Your
Shopping Problems
to US!

University favorite.
Red rubber soles.

Let us show you how
to save on your
Monthly Food Bill!

Pos

1

COMPLETE LINE OF

4.1

White buck or
maize leather.
Thick red rubber soles.

the Saddle

*IV

Do Your
TYPING

12"
the Blucher

$

$

sre

Stop Worrying

MANUSCRIPTS
’
TERM PAPERS
NOTES

$

2 b!ocis Off Campus

"Wear
Authentic Spaldings
from Bloom’s

FANCY FOODS
MEATS & GROCERIES
45

Fast, Neat Service
sPARTri PATES

Hales Food Shop

Filson Typing

330 South Second St.

SERVICE
’355 Worrer

CYpress 4.6517

IBILOCA’S
STORE FOR MEN

$

$SSSS

Si"

71 SOUTH FIRST STREET

I

Ten
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YOU CAN BEAT C.O.P.
BUT YOU CAN’T
BEAT THESE Oalue4
49
’48
47
’46

STUDE. Champ.
STUDE. Convert.
FORD Sedan
PLYMOUTH Sed.
NASH Sedan

AUTO
HEADQUARTERS
$445
41 Ford 4 -Door
$395
40 Dodge Coupe
’40 Fod Coniertible, New
$545
Top, New Motor
$375
’38 Dodge Coupe
$145
’36 Chevrolet 2 -Door
$195
’37 Ford 2 -Door

$545
FORD Coupe
$495
OLDS Sedan
$295
STUDEBAKER 4-dr.$195
CHEVROLE1 Cpe. $265

41 BUICK Sed.

$1495
$1395
ii 195
$1095
$ 725

42
40
18
38

DON’T PASS THESE BY
TAKE A LOOK AT

WINTERS MOTORS
STUDEBAKER
:30 W SANTA CLARA ST

777 13th St.

DEALER

COLLEGE CUTIES

CHECK WITH NORMANDIN’S

DESIGNED FOR
SINGLE OR DOUBLE
DATING

FOR COLLEGE CONVERTIBLES

43

Chevrolet 4 -Door
$495
Very Clean
40 Chrysler Windsor 4 Door
$475
Overhauled
41 Buick Special 4 -Door
$395
Nice
47 Nash 4-Door, RAH,
Overdrive
$950

HEALEY MOTOR CO.
1002 SO. FIRST STREET

X1NT CONDITION
50 WILLYS St. Wgn. $1495
$1295
’48 DODGE Club
$1295
’47 CHRY. Sedan
$ 945
’46 CHEV. Sedan

1002 So. Flrst at Willow

WHY WALK IN
THE RAIN?

1950 STUDEBAKER 2 -Dr. Champ. Sed., 0.D., Like New

$1645

’41 Dodge Sedan
Replaced Motor

1949 PLYMOUTH Sedan, R&H, Very Clein

$1495

39 Plymouth 4 -Door

$395
$395

1949 DE SOTO Coupe, RAH, Perfect Condition

$1895

’41 Olds "6- Sedan

$295

1948 DE SOTO Custom Sedan, Low Mileage

$1395

’39 Nash "600" 4 -Door,
Good

$395

1948 PLYMOUTH Sedan, R&H

$1245

1947 DODGE 2 Door, Very Sharp

$ 995

NORMANDIN’S

EL RANCHO Motors

HUDSON Sed.
DODGE Sed.
STUDE. Cpe.
NASH Sed.

575 W. San Carlos St.

HEALEY MOTOR CO
EY 2-2810

WALK OVER . . .
. . . DRIVE AWAY
ONE BLOCK FROM COLLEGE

’40 Plymouth Coupe
1946 Engine
’40 Ford 2 -Dr.
’39 Buick 4 -Dr. A -I Eng.
’37 Ply. 2 -Dr., New Eng.
’41 Olds Sedan, Hydra.
’41 Pont. Sed.
MANY OF THESE CARS
LOADED WITH EXTRAS

Stop in and see these
at

SI Ford Custom 4 Dr.
R.H., 0.D., 250C m. $2100
48 Chec., 2 -Dr., Radio, A I
Cond. Guaranteed $1145

PLUMLEE

Deal In ...
Wheel Out!

’36 Chevrolet Coupe,
R&H, Clean

$165

’38 Buick, rough,
good motor

$135

’49 Buick Sd., Dyna.
A beauty

1795

’41 Ford Coupe, sharp

$495

’41 Buick Special, as is

’41 Chevrolet Sedan

$495

’49 Austin 2 -Door Sedan
$995
A -I Condition

’40 Chevrolet 2 -Dr., nice $475

498 SOUTH FIRST

’40 Ford Coupe

’46 Dodge 4 Dr. Low miles.
Very sharp
$1095

395

’41 Wi:lys Coupe

’50 Austin 4 -Door Sedan
New car guarantee $1295

’39 Mercury Convertible $365
$365

30 Ford Roadster

265

How would one of these
be on a cold winter
evening?

1941 PONTIAC CLUB COUPE $295
A USED CAR IS AS GOOD AS THE DEALER
WHO SELLS IT’
$95

’38 Ford Convertible

$2451’38 DeSoto 4 Door Sharp

’38 DeSoto Convertible

$245; 40 Ford Cpe, Needs work $95

’1 OUR DODGE PLYMOUTH DEALER

JACK HUTCHINS

’50 Pontiac, R&H, Hyd- $1995
’49 Ply., R&H, Spots
$1695
’47 Olds -8- Sedan,
RAH, Hydra.
$995
’46 Packard Clipper Sedan,
Cleanest in town
$995
46 DeSoto Sub. 7 -Pass. $995
’49 Kaiser Traveler, Make seats
into bed for only
$1095

13th STREET
AUTO SALES
37 N. 13th St.

0. K. MORTON
Fine Used Cars
760 Willow

2nd and Son Carlos

JACK HUTCHINS has the students
of SJS in mind with specials like this:

Will Be Built
On Seisfied
Customers

$95

P & C Motors

where S. Market rrieets
South First

OUR
FUTURE
SUCCESS

Low Down Payment
Easy Terms

e.ey

LUCKY MAC’S

COMPANY

Mobil Station
3rd & San Carlos Sts.

Phone CY 4-6069

USED CARS

$14951’37 Dodge Coupe

Late Model Cars

A-1 USED CARS

$65
Plymouth Coupe
$245
Crosley
Mod. A Ford, fop mtr. $95
$225
Ford Coach
Olds, good condition $175
Plymouth 4 -Dr. Sedan $200
Pontiac 4 -Dr. Sedan,
$350
Radio and heater
’39 Pontiac Club Coupe,
$275
Radio and heater

$2195

$445
$295
$260
$185
$550
$495

of 987 Almaden Ave.

37
’48
’30
’40
’37
’38
’40

LUCKY MAC S NEW SPOT

275
250
150
175

Town and Country
Motors

Here They Are!

Market and South 1st
form a
That’s the Place to Buy

$
$
$
$

DI BARTOLO BROS.

MOTORS

Special Buys
for Spartans

CY 5-2205
1st and St. James
2nd and Julian

’41
’40
’38
’37

’47 Ford -8- Deluxe Sed. $995
’47 Buick 4 -Door Sedan $1095

WESTERN

405 W. Santa Clara St. CY 3-0113

1489 ALMADEN RD

’49 Chev. Club Coupe

SPECIALS

Also

See Us First For
A Real Deal

50 Buick 4-0,., R.H.
Dn., like new

AT

GOOD CLEAN CARS

C. i’press 3-7887

CY 4-7941

YOUR SOLLARS ROLL FARTHER

CY 4-1415

FOR THE BEST IN

Over $38,000

USED CARS

r

Mechn.cally
right

is spent per month
+1141.

on gas and oil

A

by the citizens
of the

1

good buy
new or used

Clean ,ns de

and .0

Pig

"City within
a City"

See

Arthur F. Seeburger
Repre.encog the Bob Coyle
CSeurolet Co. in Sales of
Autornob.les and T. Jeks
CY 3.1163
Residence CY 2.5702

6

sere. -

After Korean War, Admit
One-unit Class to Edit
ed China to UN’--Moorhead eed During Winter
Wednesday. Nov. 21. 1951

%NNE: V.
, the conflict is over, because the
United Nations and the Chinese might consider it a victory for their aggression.
*Med States made a mistake in
"We hase to hold back recogyear
China
a
Red
:..cognizing
nition because we has.. made
ot
such It point of it," he said, "oth. re the Korean conflict."
erwise it tiou’..d be
diplontatic
les opinion was expressed by
victory for the Chinese.
r 7Iudley T. Moorhead, assistant
"1 believe Dr. Scalapino was cor-or of history and expert rect," Dr. Moorhead continued.
Far East, in a recent inter - "We should recognize all de facto
v concerning the quest ion,
I the United Nations recogd China?"
\loorhead agreed with Dr.,I
! Stelapino. associate pro-,
of political science at the,
of California at Berke said in a recent speech to I
,ose State college students’
UN should recognize Red:
and all de facto govern-;
immediately following the!
conflict.
-.No advantage Is to be gained
.11 refusing recognition of a go. rnment %%hit+ iv representaof the people," Dr. Moor1,
head said. "The Red China de
DR. DI’LlI.E1"11% 741110HIIIAD,
151141 government is the only
expert on the Far Fast,
Chithe
of
represi.ntation
Irtir
ci. Real CI’
peoplrthe Nationalist goonly
e
few
represents
sertunent
governments after the Korean
on Formosa."
conflict. As he said, ’Governments
As a comparison, Dr. Moorhead,
do not exist in a vacuum’."
Hin7t41 out that the same situa-;
To point out the Chinese view.vas true at the end of World!
t
point, Dr. Moorhead explained that
War I. "We refused to recog-!
in China the people believe that a
nize Red Russia," he said. "Nogovernment ceases to be a governIt::::
was gained: it didn’t change
ment when it loses its "mandate
.luation. If we recognize a
from heaven." The Chinese people
unist government, it doesn’t
did not heir, the Kuomintang be; ;sr, that we approve of that gorause they believed it had lost its
-ent, it just means that we
"mandate."
ize that government as a
"I ,on sure that the Chinese
-.Illative of the people."
people feel that the I .iiimuniet
I,: Moorhead made the stipule;
however. that "since the Ko .1.=111M
conflict still is underway.
.the U.N. Ape the U.S.
reeezniz.. Red Clem. ;me’

regime is their government," he
declared. -It doesn’t mean that
This year, for the first time, !Pegasus. the literary honor socait uill remain that wa% forever
The Reed." English department lety. and will sell for 21 cents a
that it stillaluays he Russian
dominated. The Chines.- neser publication. will he edited by a ,eopy u hen it is issued in Mav
have been dominated tor long." 1 one -unit class held during winter
Beaus.’ it contains no either quarter.
Dr. Moorhead emphasized that
thong. "The Reed" is published
"The
Reed"
is
San
Jose
State
if Red China is recognized, relaat a deficit. Part of the missing
tionswill he improved all around., college’s only literary publication fund- armtort hs . suihsl,ls from
of
short
stories.
"The UN. to he most effective, will and is composed
stude nt bo dy funds. Dr. ’A
have to include all governments.’; essit3,s, poems. and sketches writ- I OM id.
he said. "Refusing to recognize ten le students.
The Phelan mutest lute,
Red China would be denying oneMost of the material Is taken
fourth of mankind the right to from entries in the Phelan liter- I which are used in the maga:
representation. Some people he-. ary competition, hut samples of is conducted annually :Shwa
l’e
in- I in prize money trom the tetat.
hese recognition would intensiix
reshman t heitirs a ISO
the two -world division: however. 1, cluded.
the late Senator Janws D. Ph,
belies.* that non-recrenition would
Class participants will edit mado this. It would lead to mistrust ! terial tor the magazine, and inves- is ass at ded to eludent.
and war."
tigate ays of promotito; the creAlumni and other. s’ ho eist,
Regarding the question of the ative literary interests of the colcopies of the 1952 edits. .1
secure
I .S. ;thing aid to chlang Kai- lege. aceording to Dr. James 0.
Reed" should rese
"The
of
Shpt., Dr. Nloorhead said. "If ; Wood. advise.- to the group
I
the U.S. helped Chiang Kai-Shrk
TI,.
and win. 111.11,SN1111 in restoring
him, %sr u
I lose our prestige
in the Orient; especially- shine
the Chinese people don’t %% ant
him. Then- are only a test Me Arthurites %%hit brliesc that we
a. C
should aid Chiang Kai-Shek."
In conclusion. Dr. Moorhead referred to thes"Wilsonian doctrine."
which is to oppose recognition of
a government on a moral cause.
He opposed this doctrine saying, "1
don’t believe the idea of world
public opinion is effective It takes
more than public Opinion to make
CYpress 2-1052
25-29 S. THIRD STREET
a nation change."
In the final analysis, Dr. Moorhead said, "I beliexe we should
recognize the Chinese regime because it is a government, and then
show our disapproval or appreval
through our treaties and relations
with that government."

Save Time--8-Hour Service
"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"

C
jc1den Wt
Dry Cleaners

4vost two"

011ie Owl say’
EVAAH:REAL NICE
THANKSGIVING!

Delicious Italian Dinners . . .

Rebellious Pledges
1e Tricks on h ts
pledees of Kappa Alpha frarebelled against "higher
:Ity" last week when they
:tiled KA President Bruce
.;
bedroom to the front
.y Summers returned from
10 bud his "misplaced" bed ; ,
ti -’on’
to
event
in perfect
order,
n
e
h
hae.ng of a portrait picture.
Pledge capers were also carried
to the kitchen where blue Vegetable dye was mixed in with a cau-I
litlov.er dish planned for the evemug meal.
mbers turned ’red" when
pledees slipped mercurochrome
Pills in the showers. The Kappa
Alpha "subordinates" ended their
1)1"cli-:e sneak with a "hang" when
they placed camera flash bulbs in
the ..ght sockets.

fectia,-ing

HOME -MACE RAVIOLI
Come As You Are
Week Days-51.40

Hof Food to Take Out
Spaghetti, Of. 65c

Sundays & Holidays $1.60

Ravioli, Qt, 75c

Private Banquet Room

A quart of each feeds sir

THE ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Open 11:30 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. Sat. end Sun. Until 9:30 P.M.
175 SAN AUGUSTINE STREET
Downstairs

N.

CV 4-5045

A
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LUCK/
DRIVE-IN
OPEN 24 HOURS
The most beautiful
car -hops in the West."

A complete and tempting
menu at your service
around the clock.

Smart locking. smooth fitting. Phoenix stripes that
add a srarkIing color note
to )our ensemble. Step
into these %mks for a nee.
Establistied t 924
SAN JOSE’S
OUTSTANDING
SMOKE SHOP

season of sole, eith the
famous Phoenix quality
and long wear that are
yours, 515,1)5.

Anytime is the
right time,
we don’t give Si
"HOOT!

E.erything the name ;mpl;es
:eaturieg the largest and
-lest selection of domes- c and imported pipes
,’id smokers’ accessories.

55c

Pipe and Lighter Repairing

JO DORSA’S
PIPE SHOP
62 West Santa Clara St.
San Jose

MEMPINMAII
WILLOW GLEN

1859 W. San Carlos

Tweive
W. 1.1!...d:o

SPELL PF.L.F.

Spartans vs. Tigers

Nov .21

Fight Song
I izipt tor dear old an Join- slaty
t.. tutor% !
I oriel
fon in serl
%\1111
551. Jr
matter it bat the prig,. ma) br!
for ...part... noble and
ti. it till
I (Or.
r.:111 hard iis eters, thing son do.
tn., tie nil I ight! Kith! IA in! kali!
nun Aril don n lbe field.
knol ice still *sin I Ii. gaiter.

The
"MAN ABOUT
CAMPUS"
wears
Faded Blue Denim

SJS OFFENSE
No.
40 C. Fitzgerald
64 J. Adams
74 D. Somers
61 T. Cuffe
35 E. Salvadalena
53 Porter
44 B. Hughes
33 L. Aplanalp
23 A. Chagonjian
22 G. Mendon:a
48 B Amaral

COP OFFENSE
No.
W. Mitchell 20
B. Delavan 35
D. Putnam 24
K. Jankovich 32
J. Fairchild 21
B. Stoner 38
H. Brendr 87
D. Scovil 72
T. McCormick 48
E. Macon 41
A. Liebscher 27

Fos.
LER
LT R
LG R
RGL
RTL
REL
LH R
RH L

No
L Goldstein 75
P. Ribeiro 37
B. Kelley 39
F. Miller 34
N. Schade 33
L. Herbert 29
K. Jankovich 32
D. Putnam 24
E. Myers 46
E. Macon 41
J. Noreen 49

TAME THE TIGERS!

MENDON$A

state:

H

FEEL AT HOME
Bungalow Fountain
BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY

WEEK DAYS: 6:30 to 6:00
SUNDAYS: 8:00 to 6:00
FOUNTAIN

LUNCHES

HAMBURGER STEAKS
HAM PLATES

CORNER

9th & William
1,11

LEANN() SPARTAN
BMA_ CARRIER,
AVER.AGING (LOSE
TO 6 YARDS PER
CARRY ALL SEASON

:

F

ELgato 4-9721

SAN JOSE STATE
HALFBACK

PEGGERS

San Itme

COP DEFENSE

SJS DEFENSE
Pos.
No.
LER
69 J. Perich
IT R
80 J. Petersen
MG
54 J. St. Denis
RTL
53 G. Porter
REL
41 S. Wacholz
LLB
61 T. Cafe
ML B
62 D. Bondelie
RIB
67 B. Halladay
RH
38 M. Vujevich
LH
22 G. Mendonsa
23 A. Chagonjian

F. ES- v" "

" CD

S.t.n Jose! ’in .10.0!

FOR GOOD FOOD
and

PLEASANT
ATMOSPHERE

ja hacienda jnn.
LOUNGE

DINING ROOM
BEST BLOCKER OW THE
AT
SPARTAN TEAM
167 LS , OIBBV IS RATED
SY THE COACHING STAFF
AS THE BEST HALF-BACK,
POUND FOR POUND IN II4E
NATION -- PLAYS BOTH
DEFENSE AND OFFENSE
60 MINUTE MAN . .

*ONE MILE NORTH OF
LOS GATOS
ON SARATOGA HIGHWAY

Don/ c.c,i/Roirrizc--

Happy
Thanksgiving!!

Pleated. pegged and fetoring
cliotnctiv big kip

FREE

Menne, It,.
Sappladrp
$4 Sc.
count Sanlotintd denim
$1 99
$1 99
$345

SILVER GREYS
KAMM PEGGERS
KAI-110 PANTS

(.aur-w-1

;PORT ’,41RIS $1 91

Make Your Dollars
Go Farther

Gitien watt any purchase
o- venal!
i"ood ILnk to An.

AT

la.g

Thorough
Efficient
Courteous

ECONOMY
SURPLUS
5/ SO

Spartan
Football
Pennants!

AL’S Shell Service
S.. .1. ’,ANTA CLARA

MARKET

(1

Block Torn Cemput

SNO MAN "Guess The Score Contest"

MUSICIANS!
INSTRUMENT OWNERS!

Down From Under
Down from under, rumbles the
thunder.
Spartans upon the field of play,
Let’s all shout so they’ll have no
doubt
That our hearts are with them all
the way.
Spartan Shields down on the field
Fighting for victory and fame.
Go team! Fight team!
Let’s sweep the field clean and
Show them how to win the game.

Spartan Hymn
Hail, Spartans, Hail! Hail, Gold
and White!
We pledge our hearts and hands
To keep thy colors ever bright.
Forward we go! We will not fail!
Sing to our Alma Mater, Hail,
Hail, Hail!

Currlin Music Center
has just received a shipment of

KLEARS1TE CASE COVERS
Just the thing for the protection of your instrument.
Rain covers to fit any regulation case. Stitched edges.
TRUMPET CASE COVERS
CLARINET CASE COVERS
SAXAPHONE CASE COVERS
TROMBONE CASE COVERS

1

t..

ol
to t’.
s
neJ
01
Game, sign your nam and Nike it. to flte
r.eit b in bolo,’ 6 pan. Friday Now. 2

tt

NAME

SCORE

CAMPUS SNO MAN
A. SAN CARLOS

ITS COLLEGE SUIT TIME

Hail, Spartans, Hail, al! he.:1 to
thee!
Hail to thy cloist’r’d halls
And tower standing straight and
free.
Thy Gold and White. Long may
they sail!
To thee we sing forever. Hail
Hail, Hail!
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Hold That Tiger You SJS Gridders?
No...Beat
Those
Boys!
Bengals
(OP
cop T
on those big’ bad beefy 1
!,
: Jr,,, State’s Spartans an.
10 blackjack the powerful
, of Pacific Tigers in th..
.-newal of their ’big game- Friday night in Spartan

z

wers Seek
R
erenge for 1950

The Golden Raiders feel an
By DICK RUTHERFORD
upset in the winds and come
College of Pacific’s thrice-beaten Tigers roar into the Spartan
heck or high water they could du arena this Friday night
revenge -bent on adding to San Jose State’s
it. Professor Bob Bronzan’s boys 1951 grid woes. The
Bengals from Stockton have last year’s score to
learned last week that they can settle with the
Golden Raiders, who held the highly favored Tigers to
vit2ether a good ball game.
a 7-7 standoff.
7 7 tie oith the seasoned
It is only natural that the Tigers will play the favorite’s roll
.I ara Broncos nas a good
with a seasonal mark of six wins against three defeats. The Bengal,
’hat in the arm.
present a potent attack spearheaded by a dangerous running attari-:
Don’t sell Coach Ernie Jorge’s and a stingy forward wall. The club has averaged 325 yards per garn
valley
Bengals
The
club short.
on the ground while holding opponents to 118.
nase won six out of nine games
Ernie Jorge. in his first year at the COP helm, walked into a
it h victories over Hardin-Sim- lair of talented backfield material. Eddie Macon and Tom MeCormons, Loyola, Oregon, Clemson. midi are the "big" cats of the pack. Macon has torn for 14 touch North Texas State and Marquette. downs, a new Tiger record. in nine games; while McCormick ranks
lin,ton U. upset them, and solid fifth in the nation in rushing, with a net 914 yards.
COP was racked ’up last
l’srn
Handling this explosive duo are T trainers, Doug Semi’ and Ton,
.,seek by USF, 4-14. But nobody Geremia, who alternate as ringmasters. The pair have maneuvert
:itt,hes the Dons around this year. the Tigers to an average of four TDs per tilt.
The fourth member of the Tiger maulers is Fullback Art -Lich,The Tigers go into the homecoming battle favored by- at cher. Somewhat overshadowed by the big boys, the young sophomoi
least two touchdowns. They . fullback has the hest average of the starting quartet with seven yard hi’..’ more experience, weight I per crack in 36 carries.
Up front, head man Jorge also inherited a few full grown cal,
Jnti depth. Also a couple of
Eddie Macon and Tons ’with savage experience. The veteran wingmen are five deep, he:. :
t ormick. These lads can F by Wes Mitchell. a 210 pounder, and Harland Berndt. The -1,
And ’ has nabbed 18 pitches for 214 yards and the latter. 10 for 160. 1
hrcak up any hall game.
cor’s 213 pound per man often- ’ DeVoto. Doug Smith and Wayne Bergman are able replacements.
The tackles have an excess of size and ability. Burt Dela% an.
-dvc line and 216 pound per man
6’ 2" and 128, along aith Gordy Johnson. 6’ 1", 215, make up a
defensive to r ward wall are
rugged pair. Delavan and Pat Ribeirm the big Bengal at 6’ 4" and
mights men.
243 pounds, clog up defensive holes. The Tigers are deep in veteran
01:’, Doug Semi) and Tony Getackle strength with Dick Batten, 212; Bob Stoner, 244. and Dick
’int a lot of passing Iasi
inst USF. Primarily. the Merrifield, 215.
All -coast candidate Duane Putnam tops the list of aggressive
- are a running team but
standout
.1 click through the air. guards. The two-year Tiger letterman has been a defensive
Fairchild, Carlo Simoni
- hustling crew may .iry all season. Right behind Putnam are Jim
1..inne -the odds the same and Jerry Beaver, all vets with catlike precision.
Two lads, Keever Jankovich and Putnam, do double duty at this
QB’s Lynn Aplanalp and
ensise assignmem
rnatint defensive x..!
.icy’s Hamilton should be throw- P"
a bit Friclal,’Atight. Apia- F s’it’ iriarVer edit a(’ Idle Hamilton is capable
mg the COP applecart
itAssing arm.
TI- Spartan quarterbacks an,
:lose for the starting job.
.viii wait until tomorrow
his choiee to open against
h, Bengals.
The Golden Raiders brushed
ttp on defense yesterday with
the jayvees and freshmen pro tiding the offense. Lanky titan
Motorola
Philco
Admiral
Wacholz was at right end on
it’ ’,Ilse replacing injured Roy
Hoffman
Zenith
I ;iiekoff who underwent knee
,:!..;ers earlier in the day. Russ
Phillips and Jack Carhart also
:at slated for defensive end duty
riglai3, night.
tian’s
lint-backing corps
I.’ at top strength for the
.:* Big Keith Carpenter alt.’ till with Tom Cuffe resteron the right side and Dick
Service
Sales
r,lelie and Bruce Halladay
CYpress 3-2192
,’.’ed sharper and quicker.
57 S. Fourth

LISTEN TO and SEE

I

the sports events
of the week on .. .

frcm

ALLIED RADIO & TV
and

CYpress 3-3253

1176 Lincoln
Roaches Put To Use
Grand Forks, N. D. (15P)
!c n cockroaches have their use.
:.’sa thousand roaches are being
t’d by University of North DaI scientists in experiments to
er how Coxsackie virus dis-.. an ailment resembling polio.
:,insmitted.

After the game, it’s the ...

DINNERS

all

--Special Prices-- .59
.59
.59

Sweaters
Pants
Skirts

East Santa Clara at 12th

locAase
hiressmy!

Pick the Winners.., take this
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Ask at Station for
sfor
em
aGMA
November
73,
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24. 25. Deadline 6 p.m. Friday
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D Southern California
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D
D Washington
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rl Stanford
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Los Angeles Rams
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Washington State

California
C. 0. P.
Oregon State
usF
Harvard
Cornell
Tennessee
North Carolina

Iowa
Illinois

Wisconsin
Ohio State
Purdue
Colorado
Southern Methodist
Rice
New York Yankees
Washington

In solunining ibis football ballot, contestant agree* to accept the g-ird
rc
end ’bide by all Diktat rules of this torgesi Contestant also herebt
It., Swims the option to use his ot bet name, and of photograph in
Ine’ttli regarding entertWel.
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ly. gin: one saner fectroell IMO. 2 et tenet, IIVIO
of the abate games
golfed.
each, etc I 7. fifty Olt gallone ethyl gasointeettll be ansteled nib seek
is
person who picks IS of the 21 games coreently: ten I III gallons if you pock
loan
games correctly. B. All prunes swill be anerded as Spas on Wednesday
said.
ins games. Only on* pegs* to any one family. IL Any erasure otoelkaltt all.
Verdi., on -I
men. AA attendant at station of coo need gets entry form. IS.
sinning entnes will he made by a panel of three ledges, Bill Fein, Sports 11
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II arriers Prep for Nationals

Wfdnesday. Nov. 21. 1951

Page-Foul r

Scout Winter Tells Tale
About Terrible COP Tiger
I:

RD I

-Therefore, if our men slightly
With the National Cross-Country meet but a week and a hall improve their recent performances
,iway, Coach Don Bryant’, Spartan against the Golden Bears, we may
irriers are prepping for the "big finish high in the final ztaridings,"
meet" which will be held in Berk- Bryant prophesized.
Among the Spartans who probeley on Saturday, Dec. 1.
The University of California ably will compete in the nationals
team which defeated the Spartans ’ ale Joe Tyler, Bob McMullen, Paul
’27 to 29 Friday may be the team lJennings, Larry Purley, Jerry
to beat in the nationals, according Emerson. Paul Bowen. Al Weber
and Bob Azevedo.
to Bryant.

%s I I trf
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Tom
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Yak
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Slate
Ohio S. Ohio S Ohio S. Ohio S. Ohio S.
Ariz.
Wyo.
Ariz.
Ariz.
ritona slate -Wyoming . Wyo.
Spartan tootball coach Bob Bronzan is this week’s guest prog-,
nosticator. Brow:111’S seaS4)II picking recoid on his weekly radio program is SOMPWitvri, around the 750 mark.
Roy Ilurlhert and Bill Weld y still are setting the pace among the
staffers, with .626 records apiece. Both scribes have successfully prediet -el the results of 47 games while failing on 28. Hal Borchert and
-Or
I -.I 1.iisi.1.1
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GOOD HAIRCUT

Thre
Th

You Can Get an Expert Haircut at

ESQUIRE BARBER SHOP
36 W. San Fernando
in Back of the Sport Shop
CLOSED MONDAYS

Latest Models with Key-Set Tabulators
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1
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Special Student Rates

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
’Saes and Service Since 1913’

CY 24.’342

156 W. SAN FERNANDO
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"Better Your Grades Through Typing"

Easy Parking
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haven’t met before?
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Get your hair cut

Way You Like It!
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IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!

Vote
for
"him"
Today

IOC WATCHES SINCE 1791

t,iii

Go to o barker who really
knows his stuff.

The

-11-eal

STIGMATIC* by GIRAR1 PERREGA1X

IT TAKES A LONG
TIME . . .
To

GETBEHINDYOURCHOICE
Ballot Boxes Now on Campus!

ede,A

..(

and

There’s only two games left! The deadline for voting is
December 3.
From all indications, it’s going to be a tight race right down
to the finish.
If you want your favorite player to get the beautiful I4K
gold wrist watch then turn out and
vote.
Remember, the deadline is December 3.
Just cut out our ballot below, fill it in and bring it to tie
Blue & Gold ballot barrels at Kay Jewelers or on campus.

Luncheon

255 South Second
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111-11

"A TRIBUTE TO A SWELL GUY"
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Big Game Features Long Win Streaks

By DICK RUTHERFORD
In this 23rd renewal of the College of Pacific and San Jose State
college grid rivalry, seasonal records can be utterly discarded. For,
as likely as not, the underdog rises
up to dump the favorite in this
annual Big Game classic.
Since 1921, 22 games have been
played between the two colleges.
The Spartans have the edge. with
12 victories to the Tigers seven.
Three have been draws.
The long series has been marked
by streaks. COP began the issue
with an unbeaten string of six
games, marred only by a 6-6 tie in
1929. San Jose State broke the
skein in 1932 with its first Big
Game triumph, 7 to 0. It was the
Spartans turn. During the next 11
Nears the Stockton Tiger could
1.:ain only a scoreless deadlock with
the Raiders in 1935.
Following are the highlights and
sidelights of some Big Carrie struggles:
1921
College of Pacific took the first
game of the series with a convincing 34 to 0 win over San Jose
State Teachers’ college. Tiger halfback Bud Teller rambled for a
pair of touchdowns on runs of 15
and five yards to lead the Tiger
TD parade.
1929
Coach Swede Righter’s Tigers
tacked up a 46 to 0 lacing for the
third straight Spartan whitewashing. It still stands as the worst
shellacing in Big Game annals.
Feature of the one-sided game was
COP Tackle Al Beecrort batting
a blocked Spartan punt 20 yards
into the end zone and then racing
to fall on it for six points.
1930
COP stayed in the win column
as End Ralph Francis rambled 35
yards on an interception in the
opening minutes of play to lead
the Tigers to an easy 27 to 0 vic1. iry.
1932
Bud Hubbard scooped up a i
blocked kick and ran 23 yards
for the game’s only touchdown
to gie the Spartans its first Big
Game decision in 94.% en tries,
7 to 0.
1935
Dedication of Spartan stadium
saw an inspired San Jose State
college team upset the favored
College of Pacific, 12 to 6. :The
contest was marked by thrilling
long TD runs. Halfback Dearon
Shehtanian scampered 53 yards
for a Spartan tally, while Elton
Hamilton scooted 52 yards for the

PIC-A-RIB
Special Feature
BAR -B -Q BURGER
Other Specialties

1934
touchdown for his day’s work.
The eventual Far Western con1946
ference titleists, San Jose, romped
In the first post-war resumption
to a 13 to 0 Big Game decision. i
of the Big Game, the Spartans
The tilt was marked by great deran up the highest score against a
fensive play by both lines. COP Tiger eleven since
the series begained but 61 yards on the ground ! gan. The 32 to 0
landslide saw the
while SJS garnered only 42.
newly-installed Spartan T forma1936
tion make it eight in a row over
San Jose tallied a touchdown I the Bengals.
and a safety to shut out COP
1947
for the third consecuthe time, ! Tiger Bob Heck single-handedly
8 to 0. Linemen Herb Hudson I broke the Spartans’ 15-year-long
and Jack Martin teamed tip to !reign by sparking a 14 to 0 COP
nab Tiger punter Dick Coe 1w - !upset victory. Heck intercepted a
hind his own goal line for the ’Raider pass and streaked 50 yards
Initial two points. speedy Spar- for the first Bengal touchdo%Yn.
tan %cutback Gene 1{4111.111 raced
1948
46 3ards for the final six
In the most controversial Big
1987
Game
on record, San Jose State
Rallying for a pair of fourth
quarter touchdowns, the Spartan, 5555 on the long end of a long.tobe-remembered
14 to 7 decision.
sneaked by an inspired Tiger eh.% it here QB
en, 12 to 7. Al George, COP half- That aa the plit
back, took a punt on his own 18- Eddie Lelliansn’s T magic backyard line and ran the remaining fired, and led Ill a Spartan upset
82 yards to paydirt for the long- mer a highly faored Tiger I’la’s en,
reemered fumble on the
est run in Big Game history.
subsequent play set up the
1940
Spartans’ a inning tally..
Fullback Truck Tornell boomed
1949
over for three scores to spark the
The Tigers roared back with a
Gold and White to a 28 to 7 drubbing of the Black and Orange vengeance by swamping the Spat striped Pacific Tiger.
Other Spartan highlights wet.
Quarterback Dick Hubbell’s pa’
toEnd Johnny Allen, good for 60
yards, and Halfback Bud Nygren’s
romps of 20, 28, and 25 yards to
set up the third and fourth touchdowns.
1942
Quarterback Bill Perry went
BARBER SHOP
on it scoring spree to personally
account for 16 of the 20 SJS
CREW CUTS OUR SPECALT
points scored against COP. PerAddress
Our Near-theCrImpus
i-% caught a pair of touchdown
passes, booted a 6-yard field
179 E. SANTA CLARA
goal, and added a point after

tans under a 45 to 7 deluge. Excellent Eddie and crew marched
to the tune of "Remember ’48."
19611
Old mother nature clashed with
both clubs in the battle of the
quagmire. Boom boom Harry Beck
skidded 60 yards in the thud pe-

for that special someone . . .

give a portrait by

ete (era
CYpress 2-6593

80 E. San Fernando

GO where

For an After -Game Treat
Spaghetti

DINNERS

or

from 85

Zuctif

Complete
ITALIAN
DINNERS

Ravioli

from S1.00
- .

.60

SOUP

athletes GO

GallenKamp’s
Very Own

riod, after a scoreless first half.
to set the Spartans up in business
7 to 0. But on the ensuing kickoff, the Bengals slashed back 61
yards to tie it up
And, that s
the way it ended. 7-7.
11131
The Big Game of -IF’s

Sa.met

SALAD
SPAGHETTI
Bread, Butter
Desuirt

PIZZA
.65 & up

Antopasto

Spdb9hetti,
Breed. Butts,
Cofflte, Dessert

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
292 South Market Street

Homecoming Special
II-Wonderful, Cloud

11

Light . . .

our ’Alai, orite
Casual in
Easy-to -Clean
Black Suede

1

Bar-B-Qued
* CHICKEN
* BEEF
* SPARERIBS

-- - -Of Interest To All State Students
Bob Bronzan, your coach. and Frank Herron, sportscaster,
broadcast nyery Thursday eyr fling of 8 p.m. ovcr Sfatron
KSJO
direct irom GallenKamps, 136 South First St.
You are iryited to attend and discuss with Coach Brortan his football predictions.

ALL STYLES

We We/come
Fraternities,
Sororities, and
Other Campus
Groups

ALL SIZES
for

aietgampSUPER

1385 W. SAN CARLOS
0 Connor h-

CLOSED MONDAYS

TILL 9 P.M.

MEN and WOMEN

Call CYpress 5-1814
Acres, f-0,-

OPEN THURSDAY EVENING

6S SOUTH MARKET STREET
41111102.. -

SHOES

136 SOUTH FIRST ST., San Jose

rs
PI’

41 SOUTH FIRST STREET
.2.41111,

wss

Juniors to Sponsor Food Basket Drive
SJS Alumni Will Dance ’From Football To Aid *Needy Families During Holiday
At De Anza After Game Rally Posters
Wednesday. Nov. 21. 1951 I

Ploye Sixteen

Its’

annual after -game Horn. ..min:. dance for San Jose State
10:1, ’.
;1111171111 v0111 be held at the,
1,.,riiro ballroom of }tote) 1.1.’1
Melt ((slowing the
A.ittl
F I iftlIr
SF sr tau -(1 11 i, it rontesi aecord;!...! 1,, J.,(- Juliano alumni promo11-.%

holding artive
tiss
sill tw ,ultnittert tree
111iitetrio x%ittsiiist arils

osherttais
.4 .11 irt:.

may purchase them at the door.
It a ba r a Kelly, Homecoming
queen, and her attendants, Mary
Ann Weisbrod and Rae Roberts,
will be introduced as part of the
evening’s program.
Herb Patnoe, former SJS student, and his orchestra have been
engaged for the affair.
.% record crowd of more than
Ion attended laet sear’. dame,
said that the lllll ni are
preparing; for that man s, or
thi your.
n.iirmen aiding Juliano with
arrangerm ots are Mrs Madge OvNr! If,
,,’

TAME THE TIGERS!
’3(...4 A FREE PERIOD?
Come to . . .

NORD’S
SANDWICHES
’4 FERNANDO

Take Pictures

l’he Christmas season food bas- ,
’
I ket drive, sponsored by the junior
Several pictures of San Josel class, will be launched on Dec. 3
State college football players dis- and will extend through Dec. 7,
appeared three hours after they it was decided at the junior counwere put up by the Rally commit- cil meeting Monday afternoon.
tee’, Torn :Mullan, Rally committee
Phil Niederhoff, drive chairman,
chairman, announced yesterday.
emphasized that all students are
Mullan said that 11 of the 131 invited to participate in the propictures were torn off posters ject. Cans of food collected on
which were displayed between the cam pus will be distributed to
Library arch and the Coop. It is needy families in the San Jose
believed, he said, that the pic- area shortly before Christmas day
tures were taken for souvenirs.
Following a spirited debate.
Jim Downs, in charge of the
posters, commented that the pic- counizil rrumbers voted to purchase
tures were not public property. "It one page in La Torre for the junis just outright stealing.’ he said. ior ctass.
Dick Vaurn and Don Doty were
"The Rally committee is work frig on a limited budget," Multi.,
aided. -Hits is just like takin
rooney out of our own pockets.’
The posters, which were paint,
by Virginia Cox; were put up t,
.equaint the student body wit
the football players and to boo.;
mbool spirit, according to Mullai,

st,74,nitutt...
REbrAt KANT

CY 3-7789

A feeling of Thanksgiving
is best realized after
o full meal
121 E. JACKSON ST.

Closed Mondays

UPSTAIRS

It’s no bull
OUR FOOD IS TOPS
IDeelicious, deelectibk.,
just plain doqqone GOOD)

An open house for Newman di! alumni has been scheduled Frid.e.
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Newman ha!!
S. Fifth street, according to Josephine Tersiin, chairman.
If a sufficient number of alumni
turn out an election will be held
to select officers for a Newman
Alumni association. Father John
S. Duryea said that during the
summer, plans have been progressing tor such a group and quite a
tew former members have shown
interest.
Approximately 50 invitations
have been sent to alumni in th,
area who have been active in the
planning. Any other es-Newmanites who have lost contact with
the activities of the group have
been asked to drop in, renew acquaintances and meet the present
members.

Round the Clock Clothes

Vine chop

Jene
Evelyn

More than 500 students attend.
ed the after -game dance sponsored
by the junior class Saturday night
in the Women’s gym, according to
Gerri Herzog, general chairman.
"It WIN a tremendous success,"
she said. -The gym was filled to
capacity.
According to Miss Herzog, the
junior class made a profit of approximately $100 on the dance.
The only disturbing factor, announced Ingrid Andersson, junior
class president, was the lack of
/%ent.
women iittenilin,

CY 3-7007

"ANNE OF THE INDIES"
In Techn;cotor
With Jean Peters Louis Jowl
-LOVE NESTJune Hav,

United Artists:
"SUBMARINE COMMAND"
A -d YOU NEVER CAN TELL-Starts Thursday
Dr.ecive Story ’ & Re,.nion ir Reno.’

Studio:

CY 2-6778

"AMERICAN IN PARIS"
In Technicolor
Gene Kelly, Oscar Lovent
Leslie Caro,.

Padre:

84 South First
3rd Floor, Security Bldg

CY 3-3353

"BLUE VEIL"
Jane Wyman & 8 E.g Sts
Also
"THE WH1PHAND"
’,JUNGLE HEAD HUNTERS"

Benefit Stanford Convalescent
10:30-4,30 Deily, Escept Sat., 10-12

Gay:

CY 4-0083
"KON-TIKI"
And
JUNGLE MADNESS

Mayfair:

CY 3-8405

woo batsmen
"JOAN OF ARC"
Ingrid Bergman
’TRIO’
By Somerset Maugham

SHOES
’FOR MEN

Saratoga:

Saratoga
2026

"ON MOONLIGHT BAY"
Technicolor
Doris Day and Gordon MacCras
’WHEN THE REDSKINS RODE’
Jon Hall & Patr,cia Medina
SJS Studer’s 40c

1

"I /cry Time
lake a Friend
f. Grine a Little"

California:

Sport, date, and le;sure athre.

Large Attendance
Dance
Ilighlb.9shts
-

THE RENDEZVOUS CAFE
1505 South First

SHOW SLATE

WELCOME
HOMECOMERS

’N"’NEmmimmEmm& Newman’s Plan
Open House
Chinese Dinners
2.75 for 2 or 3

selected to inquire into the matter
of hiring a band for the Junior
Prom, which will be held sometime during the spring quarter.
In compliance with a Student
Counc i 1 class-wide order, Ken
Scannel was elected junior class
representative to the AMS steering committee.

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

0.4.

"SATURDAY’S HERO"
Also
SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET"

99

New Low
Special!

1SAN JOSE DRIVE-IN

Styl., St 95

The Sharpest Styles in Town
36 SOUTH FIRST ST.

CY 4-2041

CY 5-5005

l’FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT’
Joel McCrea & Lorraine Day
’BACHELOR’S DAUGHTER"
IGail Russell & Claire Trevor

10",, Off to SJS Students

of -7toeveri
234 So. Second St

C Ypress 4-6595

To All HOME -COMERS!
Want some good home-cookin?

then

(f’471

Drive
out
or

tasty frPat at the

THE STARLITE Drive-In
Restaurant
12th 8, Santa Clara Streets

tIiussiuied
WANTED
Wanted: Girl to share lovely
ly decorated studio room. Maid
.0.1-vice, laundry and kitchen privileges. Close in. $35 per month.
Phone Pat, CY. 2-5414 between
4-5 p.m.
Wowed: A copy of Tepson’s
Manual to "The Flowering Plants
,,f California " Call Irsington 19-J.
FOR RENT
I .,r Rent: Board and room or
oil only. Boys. Excellent home
ooked meals. 526 S. 11th street
’Y 4-4684.
For Rent: One single and on,
Inable room, twin beds, livin
oons and laundry privileges. Sit:
1,, $6. double $5 each person. 17..
’Child street.
I
Rent: -Refrigerators ft
One dollar a week.
CY
FOR MALE
For Salle: *-10 Studebaker R&i:
1111.14pr & (.)’Drive. Tires good
Motor and body fair. $200. T
-;impson, Spartan Daily Ad stay:
B-93 tstween 12-2.
For "ale: ’38 Hoick 4 -door Con
.ertil.iv
1385 W. San Carlo
street.
(Joe’s Pic-A-Rib.) CY
5-1814, After 3 p.m.

Bring the Gang
to
ridgeman’s
It’s the atmosphere that’s different at Bridgemans. If you’ve ever
visited the ultra - modern center
you’d know what we mean. If you
haven’t, why not form a party
and come over.
P.S. Bridgeman’s Bill,ard Room is
the finest in the San Jose area.

BRIDGEMAN’S
Recreation Center

375 W. Santa Clara

Phone CY 2-2825

1

